
There were supposed to have been grapes vines on the eastern slopes towards
Butterworth Street and furrowed levels are still discernable there. There were also
rumours of 'sly-grog' being sold. The old access was from the north above the coach
house, but an old cattle track running north/south beside the house has now been made
into the access road.

'Wimereuxs style is very reminiscent of much grander Georgian ]]01lSeS in the
Hawkesbury River area of NSW: but has been given much humbler treatment, and
neglected Georgian's symmetricalplarming and elevations, probably for economic
reasons. It could also be a reduced version of a particular house. A timber bathroom
which was added to the north/west corner about 1900, was in poor condition so has been
removed.

Apparently the original bathroom was in a timber building somewhere on the west lawn.
In the 1950' s the house and outbuilding were considered to bave been in very poor
condition and considerable reproofing and repairs were done so the nature of the original
ceiling, cornices, roses, etc is in doubt.

It is interesting that the fire surrounds differ considerably. The kitchen one was
Georgian, the dining was boom period Victorian; the living, Georgian. The main
bedroom surround has been stolen and possibly was related, in style, to the study
fireplace. The extensive slate paving is from Barker's Creek and is known as 'Barkers
Blue'. The old quarry site is still visible.

It is assumed the extensive slate paving was a sign of affluence; an interesting feature in
the courtyard is the remains of the old slate bath.

The brick water well to the east of the house is some 16' deep and would hold some 4500
gallons of water.

The name 'Wimereux' is the same as that of a French town about 5 kms north of
Boulogne on the coast and thus close to England, Sussex, etc.

It appears there was a hospital there in the first war and allied troops were there. It is
possible that someone from this house had associations with the war and that region. The
great artist, Turner visited 'Wimereux' in France early in the 19th century.

Further information could perhaps be obta-ined from the historic society or the historical
lUusemu. --- - -- --- ----



NOTES FOR A POSSIBLE HISTORY OF "WIMEREUX"

These notes are not based on seriously researched or scholarly information but purely on
information that I 'have gradually come across in conversation or reading during my last
ten years in Castlemaine.

firstiy, it is interesting that "Wimereux" appears to bea truly 'mystery property' in that
hardly anybody in the town has really seen it, although it has been here for some 150
years,

Many prominent citizens who have lived here for all their lives have not seen it And
some have used excuses and direct requests to see it. One lady who asked to see it said
that she knew that it would be a "magical property" though no-one had described it to
her. Add the French title "Wimereux" and the mystery increases. No-one in the town
can explain that either.

Major MitchelI the surveyor General came to this region in the 1840's to survey certain
areas of the Mt Alexander area. Upon returning to NSW where a severe drought was
raging in many areas, he encouraged disconsolate farmers to apply for grazing land in the
Mt Alexander area and many did.

T am assuming that the original owner of this property was one of these and came from
the Hawkesbury River region of I..rSW. I will give my reasons shortly. -

The original owners apparently built a compact 30 m2house up the hilt to the north, some
100 metres from the existing house. Some bluestone remnants of the original house were
recently visible there beside a large peppercorn tree.

'Wimereux' was commenced in 1851 and completed in 1856. It must have been quite a
period, as the gold rush commenced in ]852 with hordes of people arriving from
Melbourne, NSW and SA. Anyone with produce such as meat, eggs, milk, fruit,
vegetables, etc could get excellent prices, so they must have prospered and this is
probabJy reflected in the materials used.

The first part of' Wimereux' to be completed was possibly the barn and coach house
which in fact was partly built over an open cut gold mine, which it must be assumed was
dug by them and continued from the west to the east (under the barn) it then tunnels
towards the east and then at right aQl~s south under the kitchen wing.

-.~- - -- --
It is possible they lived in the barn whilst building the main house. It must have all been
rather primitive at that stage.

The property was over 100 acres in size originally, I have been told; it was sold in 1922
to a manufacturer from Melbourne (Dunst.(l.~)whodid quite a deal to the property. He
planted pine wind-breaks and grazedcattle, ,.. \


